WinSAD:

the stable and user-friendly
customs software

WinSAD, the user-friendly customs declaration software supplied by JCON, can be used to validate
customs documents in no time at all. It is a handy, stable Windows program that allows you to carry out
your customs administration with speed and efficiency. Because every second counts!
Our WinSAD customs software has been developed for all types of companies and sectors: customs
agencies, industrial companies, and all other companies who have to draw up and validate customs
documents. The following documents are among the options:








PLDA export
PLDA import including AC4
NCTS transit arrival and unloading
NCTS departure
EMCS departure EAD
EMCS excise duty arrival registration
BRUCARGO LYST messages

JCON

make IT work

WinSAD: sublime support and development

Discover what WinSAD can do for your business
WinSAD: sublime support and development
WinSAD is the result of years of experience in the customs world. JCON knows the needs of the sector like no
other, so is highly efficient when it comes to development and support. And with room for customisation! Did
you know that we have documented all possible errors? We would like to share useful information with you using
the WinSAD portal. Your customs declarations are submitted without any concerns on your part. Leave it to us.
Irrespective of the size or nature of the company, whether you submit 10 declarations a month or 10,000, we are
convinced that WinSAD is the ultimate solution for your company. Each day more than 200 WinSAD users enjoy
our best price/quality guarantee, our transparent service and sublime support. That makes us unique, just like
our new logo, the DNA symbol. It is not without reason that each year more than 1 million documents are
created and validated by our WinSAD customs software.

WinSAD: working with greater speed and efficiency
Speed, efficiency and transparency with the processing of your customs documents, that is the philosophy
behind the WinSAD customs software. This is why during development the focus was put on a number of handy
properties. There are standard and optional modules that particularly save you time and concerns.
Declarations can be quickly drawn up and sent on using an unlimited number of customised templates.
Preparing the declarations, copying already validated files and sending them on at a later point in time become
simple matters. The screens are designed in such a way that a minimum of clicks by the user is required, along
with the Windows standards (CTRL, multiselect, short-cuts, etc.).
Or what about the various search lists with which you choose from pre-defined codes or tables by sector? After
validation the customs validation number (MRN) is received by our software. You can then immediately print the
required documents. There is also a copy function, multiprinting of a number of documents, simple customising
of added documents, the creation of T1 transit based on PLDA export, creation of T2L/T2LF with re-use of COA
data, the creation of regularisation with one click on the button, archiving… everything has been thought of.
And last but not least: almost 100 standard reports are available. Talk about efficiency and transparency!

Ask for more info free of obligation and discover the power of WinSAD yourself.

WINSAD MODULES
The WinSAD customs software has a modular structure offering a further number of advantages.
You just choose the modules you need to fit in with your budget. Discover the different modules here, but first
this. It is important to know the different forms of data input in WinSAD:

 Manual user input:

Input work is kept to a minimum thanks to customisable and changeable templates.

 Semi-automatic:

Values from your ERP package (SAP, Navision, etc.) are passed on to WinSAD, but this information is not yet sufficient for a
declaration to be validated. The user only needs to manual add a minimum of information.

 Fully automatic:

You can create and validate complete declarations from your ERP package combined with a template.

 Black box solution:

For software suppliers who want to offer customs options to their customers, or for companies with their own full
input program.

WINSAD OPTIES
 Optional document creation of EUR1, ATR, DV1.
 Links from WinSAD to external systems such as fully automatic linking to the following systems TUL/TUL PSA/TUL DP
WORLD, APCS, PORTBASE.

 Links from WinSAD to internal systems: creation of PDF on release/exit and confirmation to load in internal CRM/ERP
system, legal archiving, preparation of financial info for invoicing/accounting software (e.g. import duties, VAT).

 Links from internal systems to WinSAD: conversion program for exporting data from you ERP/CRM and automatic
loading of declarations in WinSAD.

 Automation like:
> creation of PDF and direct sending to the customers by email
> autoprint of documents on pre-defined printers
> fiscal representation: creation of pro-formas
> ARM: Automatic Reporting Module: more than 100 reports that can be scheduled on, for example, a daily/weekly/
>
>

monthly basis, and automatically sent with adjustable email-layout in an adjustable form (TXT, PDF, XLS)
INTERVAT: intra-community listing
automatic VIES check

WINSAD ADVANTAGES
AFFORDABLE & MODULAR

PARAMETERISABLE

Fully modular structure, so you just
choose what you need. No extra costs
of modules you will not be using
anyway.

Fully parameterisable up to user level.

STABLE

UP-TO-DATE

What you particularly want as a
customer in time-critical environments
such as those involving transport,
logistics and customs, is stable and
up-to-date customs software.

WinSAD monitors the latest customs
developments and launches a number
of new versions each year.
The continuity of your business is then
guaranteed. We are a member of the
special interest group CRSNP.BE.

MORE THAN 1 MILLION
DOCUMENTS

POSSIBLE INSTALLATIONS

WinSAD valideert meer dan 1.000.000
documenten op jaarbasis.

• Client server
• Terminal server or Citrix
• Cloud solution

JCON, make IT work
JCON knows the sector through and through. Besides the customs sector this also includes the world of IT and
development. Developing software is our business. The boys from JCON set out to gain knowledge in the
professional field. At the time the business manager still worked with the old SADBEL customs system, and rewrote
the DOS customs program from Software Design nv for Windows with his own hand. Then WinSAD saw the light of
day, for the fast and simple validation of customs documents.
15 years of experience, more than 200 users, more than 1 million documents drawn up and validated by our WinSAD
customs software each year… there was careful deliberation in our work and that is appreciated by our customers.
The problems in the customs world and all possible errors were documented. We have good contact with the
national customs help desks and are a member of CRSNP.BE (customs-related). All knowledge was collated in a
rewarding WinSAD knowledge database that enables us to act quickly and accurately, to offer support and to
develop. Because every second counts!
WinSAD forms a part of JCON in Beerse (2009). We are a software company focusing on the development of WINSAD
(customs software), CARLOGIC and customised software. Our team guarantees years of experience in the business,
a thorough hands-on mentality and endeavours for transparency, quality and service. We don’t work with ridiculous
prices, waiting times or killer deals. What we do offer is stable software with room for customisation. That makes us
unique, just like our new logo, the DNA symbol.
Do you have any specific questions or needs? Contact us today or discover what we can mean to your company
with WinSAD.

Contact us:

JCON bvba
Bremstraat 1, 2340 Beerse
BTW:
BE 0810.416.786
tel.:
gsm:
fax:

+32 (0)14 75 45 75
+32 (0)474 79 79 94
+32 (0)3 400 53 39

support: support@winsad.be
sales:
sales@winsad.be
info:
info@winsad.be

Question(s)? Contact us
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